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Petitions Circulated

Intramural Deadlock Continues
By Jim Elliott
Sports Editor
The doors to the Phase 11
building remain locked in the
evening as the intramural stalemate enters its second week of
confront at ion. But if a student

petition presented to the AS
Legislature's Finance Committee
has any influence the doors may
soon open.
After sophomore Tom Dullanty
read about the possible elimination of the evening intramural
program, he started a student

petition that read ... "we the undersigned would like to see the
A.S. of EWSC allot the amount of
money needed to keep the gym
facilities open after 5 p.m. and
also on weekends."
Dullanty said he had from 450
to 500 signatures on the petition
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HIS SCRUMPTIOUS HAMBURGER provided by Szabo Foods to students cost Szabo 120.5 percent of its
rice. The biggest bite went to food costs which took 62.5 per cent. The second largest chunk went for
abor, 43 per cent, with maintence taking two per cent and the school grabbing 13 per cent. (Contributed

See Story Page 3
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As Legislatu.re Appoints Broadous
man of SUBOC, it was learned
by Jeff Lorello
the provision simply allows the
Associate Editor
Working at half strength, the AS president to approach GoverAS Legislature last week re- nor Evans about an addition, not
seated deposed Executive Vice a replacement to the Board of
President Mary Broadous as a Trustees. Brandt said Evans had
legislator, then elected her Spea - expressed interest at this idea
ker.
earlier.
Broadous resigned last summer from the legislature to take
the executive position, but lost
that job when the Ellis Reform
bill passed, eliminating the posts
of Executive Vice President and
Administrative Vice President.
The Undergraduate Affairs
Broadous defeated Gary Nis- Council announced revisions for
~er 4-3 for the Speaker position, incompletes, withdrawals and
and then appointed Nisker Spea - grade definitions in a memo to
ker Pro-tern.
faculty members Sept. 25.
Hayes Proposals
Dean of Academic Affairs HenMeanwhile, ·in an unpreceden - ry-York Steiner said the method
ted move, President Pat Hayes of removing iQcompletes has
put before the Legislature, "Exe- been revamped.
cutive. Request Legislation."
"Faculty should specify in writThe two bills voted on called ing to the student and the regisfor the Legislature to "endorse trar what particulars must be
and condone the concept of hav- done to remove the incomplete
ing Washington Governor Dan with a time limit appropriate to
Evans appoint a student to the each case," Steiner said.
Board of Trustees," and " endorse and condone the concept
Withdrawals
of ending appointments of stuFormal action must now be
dents to committees by anyone taken to receive a withdrawal
other than student government." (W). "It will no longer be
The bill to Governor Evans assigned by the faculty," he sa id.
"Facult~J who have used and
appoint a st udent to the Board of
wish
to use the 'W' to avoid
Trustees passed unanimously. A
provision in that bill allows the giving an 'F or other low grade
"AS president to work toward should use 'NC' (np credfultillment of that goal." Just how it) instead," Steiner commented.
thi s will be done was not spelled
Students may obta in a 'W'
out in the bill, but in an intervi ew during the first 30 days of classwith Denn is Brandt, acting chair- es by simply informing th e regis-

The second proposal, appointment of students to All-College
Committees, passed 3-2.
Brandt said the practice has
been for the Legislature to submit appointments to President
Schuck who then confirms or
denies them.

X's and NC's Split
trar's office of the withdrawal in
person, by phone or letter, according to Steiner.
In addition, the 'NC' grade will
be used in place of the 'W' in
cases concerning a student who
wishes to drop a class after the
first 30 days of a quarter. If a
student is withdrawing completely from school, however, a
'W' will be assigned.
Other Changes
The names of st udents who
audit classes will no longer appear on grade rosters, according
to Steiner.
For the 'C' and 'D' grades, the
definitions have been changed.
The 'C' will no longer mean
"average," but " adequate," and
the 'D' will now signify " less
than adequate," rather than "below average."
The revi sions were adopted
by the three-student, eight-facu lty council to clarify the regulations and definition s for both
students and faculty, accord ing
t o St einer.

The new policy will attempt to
have the AS president submit
appointments to t he Legislature
who approve or disapprove, before sending them to President
Schuck for direct confirmation. In
other words President Schucks
option will be eliminated.

Monday Meeting
With four members present at
the Monday morning meeting, it
was again decided to reschedule
gatherings, this time to 3 p.m.
Mondays. The proposal passed
2-1, with one abstention.
There was little debate when
the bill was introduced, but con versation prior to the meeting
indicated the time was too early
for most legislators.
The bill provides for meeting to
be limited to two hours and will
be held th e first and thi rd Mondays in room 121 of the PUB. On
all other Mondays meetings will
be held in the Council Chambers.
In other important matters the
legislature took these actions :
- Voted to enlarge th e Legislat ive Review Committee by appointing Duane Gibbons and
Gary Nisker to that body t emporarily.
- Agreed to allow members
working on AS events one complimentary ticket to th at event.
- Noted the resignation of
Michael Ca rt er from th e Legislatu re " for persona l reasons."

that he began to circulate Monday even ing. Tuesday afternoon
he presented the petit ion to AS
President Pat Hayes. Hayes listened to Dullanty's reasons for
the petition and then referred
him to the AS Finance Com
mittee. The ASFC, consisting of
student legislators, will decide
what recommendation to present to the legislature.
The ASFC meets this Frida y at
1 :00 p.m. and the legislature
meets Monday, October 7, at 3
p.m. in PUB 121.
FUNDING PROBLEM
The problem that has developed is due, according to Brent
Wooten, Director of l ntrarnura ls,
to the budget cuts that the AS
Legislature made in the Campus
Recreat ion Budget.
The $2,692 reduction forced
Wooten to elim inate supervisors
that were responsible for the
evening intra mural program 's
use of Phase II and the Field
House.
The activities normally open
for students in the evening have
been rescheduled for the afternoons from 3 -5 :00. Wooten said
a confl ict will come when t he
varsity basketba ll teams begi n
practice on November 1, and
students will be able to use on ly
one gym.
HAYES PROPOSALS
AS President Pat Hayes said
he does not like the Phase II
building being closed in the evening either but feels there are
other alternatives to resolve t he
funding problem.
Hayes said he would recom mend to the ASFC t hat, 1 ) If
students must finance the supervisors for the evening programs
then the amount of money necessary to do so should be appropriated to the AS Executive Bud get and t he supervisors be hi red
by AS, and 2 ) Since student
fund s are being used for the
hi ri ng of the super visors and the
opening of the facilities, t hat only
students with valid ID cards be
admitted and faculty, administ ration, staff, and people from
Cheney be charged a fee to be
determ ined by the AS.
Hayes feels " students should
not have to bear the brunt of the
financing" and recommends an
additional proposal that could be
considered.
"We (AS ) could t ake an apportionment amount of money from
the Men's, Women 's, and General Athletic Budgets and give the
money to Wooten to hire the
supervisor's," Hayes said.
Hayes said so far t here has
been "zero amount of coopera tion from the HPE ( Health Physi cal Education Recreation and
Ath letic) Department," concern ing suggestions and alternatives
to the student intra mural fu nd ing problem.

Loan Fund Increased
The short term loan fund has
been increased by the Board of
Trust ees to make add itional
money available. Short te rm
student loans of up to $1 50 are
availab le for a maximum of 90
days at 6 percen t simple interest.
Simple in te rest is interest paid
or computed on the or iginal
principal wi th the ass umption
that each day is l / 360 of a year.
Polly Harri son, acting financ ial
aid director, comment ed that in
the 7 3-74 school year 22 11 loans
w ere given . This year, f ro1T1July 1
to date, 2 49 loans have been
given as compared with 223 1n
the same period la st yea r.

.

easterner
editorial
Congratulations Legislators
By Jeff Lorello
Associate Editor
After attending last week's AS meeting, it can be concluded the
legislators fail to recognize and grasp the real problems and priorities
of students. But for the purpose of starting off on the right foot, T~e
Easterner will attempt to congratulate the AS on some far-reaching
legislation.
Congratulations legislators, for moving AS meetings from 3 p.m.
Wednesday to 7 a.m. Monday "to encourage more student involvement." You cited that commuters, who represent a large portion of
the student population, are usually gone from campus by 3 o'clock.
But you failed to recognize the fact that the earliest bus leaves
Spokane at 6: 50 a.m.
We understand the oversight and the commuters may also, but
"dormies" might get a little upset at having to forsake breakfast at
Tawanka to attend the AS meeting.
Congratulations, legislators, for discussing for nearly an hour
changes in the cheerleader qualifications when there is no money
even budgeted for cheerleaders, and at the same time failing to
submit reports from the student Welfare, Legislative Review, and
Finance Committees. We all concur in your opinion that sexy ladies at
sports events are more important than student welfare, legislative
review and finance. Maybe if we get some really pretty cheerleaders
everybody will forget about all the other things.
Congratulations legislators, for moving the pinball machines from
near the lounge area into the gameroom. This was one of the more
pressing issues concerning studants, and we are glad to see· the
legislature is on the ball.
Congratulations legislators, on your professional conduct. We laud
the practice that allows members to leave the meeting if he or she
gets bored.
Congratulations legislators, for re-instituting the Spoils System.
From the manner in which you handled the appointments, it seems all
of you will have a friend on at least one committee.
That is all the praise we can give this week, but the practice can be
continued if the legislators maintain their flow of momentous
legislation.
Ed. As noted in this issue, meetings have again been re-scheduled
to 3 p.m. Mondays.

We Want Your Letters
By Carl Wirsching
Editor
A newspaper thrives on letters to the editor. Without them the staff
is deprived of one necessary avenue of feedback from its readers.
Each day we open our mail hoping to find some scathing comments
to spice our next edition but so far we have not received one letter,
not even a post ca rd.
Is apathy so prevalent on this campus that students have decided
to abandon the one· avenue which will insure their opinions will be
heard?
The faculty, the administration and even the outside world reads
the EASTERNER. Speak up now or soon you may have no voice to
speak with at all.

Paul's Parables
Seventeen ninety-nine was the year that fishing along the New
England coast hit an all-time low. Lobsters weren't getting potted,
cod and hake refused to bite at their normal feeding grounds in the
cool Atlantic waters near the coast.
"The terns, they're scaring all of the feed away," was the cry from
the fishermen.
The tern is a cousin to the sea gull with a sharp, thin bill and a sleek·
body designed for diving on small fish that the larger food fish feed
upon.
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Priofessors' Prerogative

Classes Worth a Dollar
This column is an open forum
for all EWSC professors. The
opinions expressed are those of
the writer and not necessarily
those of The Easterner.
by Fritz Rosenkrans, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Department of Psychology
The amazing thing about most
of us faculty is not that a few of
us screw off sometimes, but that
most of us try pretty hard most of
the time. Even though no one
seems to give a shit. The
legislature sometimes gives us
three or four percent salary
increases as cost of living goes
up 10 to 15 per cent. But the
worst is that none of you
students seem to give a damn.
Most of the time you sit in class
like you have been lobotomized. I
really felt good one day when a
girl was shaking her head and
blinking at me, until she theed her
contacts.
If you stop to figure it out, you
are paying roughly one dollar for
each hour of . lecture. Thinking
about each hour as costing one
dollar might change the behavior
of both faculty and students.
. I have this fantasy of what
would happen if the college
didn't charge tuition. Instead,
there would be a· ticket booth
outside each classroom, and you
wou Id pay a buck for each
lecture. How many of your
lectures have been worth a
dollar lately? Man, if we had to
earn our livings with the number
of students we could attract that
way, you would see some
changes.
The way things are now, there is
no reason .for us to work as hard
as we do. If we announce that
there will be no class on Friday
(because we are trying to earn
lunch money consulting, or just
don't have anything prepared),
do you ask for your dollar back?
Hell, no. Most of the class cheers.
Ever hear the old camp 'Song?
Si and I went to the circus
Si got hit w,ith a rolling pin
We got even with the circus
We got tickets and we didn't
go in.
You don 't deserve the good
classes you get. There are some
things you could do to get better
classes.
Tell someone when a class or
course is bad, or good. Most of us
are insecure, bright, middle-cla ss
over-achievers who do this for
the ego trip. (It sure as hell isn't
for the money). So we thrive on
praise. Tell us, tell our department chairman, tell your friends.
And if we are lousy, tell us that,
too. To be fair, you could tell us
first, but since we control
Grades, you might want to send
an anonymous note, at the end of

the quarter. Or send the note by a scale of one to five, and was
campus mail to "Chairman, told the performance of a person
can't be reduced to a number. So
Department of.... "
If no one shows up to teach your the second year I went back with
class, go as a group to the a scale of A, B, C, D, and F. The
registrar's ofice and demand vote was still 216 to one against
your dollars back. That is a good a· uniform form. Maybe I shou ld
have had Wand X (incomplete),
one.
Student evaluations of faculty too.
would be one of the best ways to
I'm not talking about the kind of
improve your classes. Boy, if
mickey-mouse
evaluation done
someone had the power to
last
year.
That
wasn't bad for
impose meaningful student evaluations on the faculty, half of us practice, but you want to bet that
would wet ourselves. Ever see a it will ever be done for real?
You might think that I am
full professor in training pants?
We have student evaluations asking for trouble, but I have
now, but every department uses .confidence. After all, we trained
a different form so we can't be the teachers who brainwashed
compared. At least we aren't you for 12 years before you got
dumb. Two years in a row I went here. You know _how to take
to division meeting to suggest a orders and keep your mouths
uniform form. The first year I had shut. Right?

Did You Know that On ?
Oct. 3, 1917: The income-tax
rate of 1916 is doubled by the
U.S. Congress.

band. The group that plays for
dancing...seems infected with the
virus that they try to instill as a
stimulus in others. They shake
Oct. 3, 1941: " Russia will neand jump and writhe in ways to
ver rise again," is the jubilant cry
Oct. 7, 1916: Cumberland Uniof Adolph Hitler in an address to
versity
falls to Georgia Tech,
the German people.
222-0 in Atlanta, Ga., the worst
Oct. 3, 1943: Hitler suspends
drubbing
in collegiate football
freedom of the press and places
history.
all newspapers under the direcOct. 7, 1942: King Christian X
tion of Joseph Goebbels, minisof
Denmark tells. a synagogue
ter of Propaganda.
congregation,
"If the Jews are to
Oct. 5, 1830: Chester Alan
wea
r
the
Star
of David, then we
Arthur, 21st President of the
shall all wear it. You are all my
United States is born.
Oct. 5, 1938: Winston Chur- people." The king's remarks
chill, is a speech before the were made following a German
House of Commons, assesses the · directive t hat all Jews ih DenMunich Agreement, " ... All is over. mark wear the Star.
Oct. 8, 1871: A cow kicks a
Silent, mournful, abandoned,
lantern
in Mrs. O' Leary' s barn at
broken Czechoslovakia recedes
137 DeKoven St. starting the
into the darkness..."
Chicago
Fire which burned 2,100
Oct. 5, 1957: Outraged James
acres,
17,000
buildings, left
T. Mangan, who claimed outer
and
resulted in
98,000
homeless
space as his own domain in a
charter registered with the Cook damages of $196 million.
Oct. 8, 1956: Don Larson, of
County Recorder of Deeds Janthe
New York Yankees pitches
uary 4, 1949, says of the Soviet
Sputnik, "I refuse to issue any the first no-hitter in World Series
license to Russia for use of outer competition against the Brooklyn
Dodgers. New York won 2-0 with
space.''
Oct. 6, 1890: The Mormons of no Ch icago batter reachin~·~.ffrst
base.
r
Utah give up the practice of
Oct. 9, 1781 : The first gun at
polygamy.
the seige of Yorktown is fired by
Oct. 6, 1917: "A strange word George Washington.
Oct. 9, 1934: King Alexander
has gained widespread use in the
ranks of our producers of popu- of Yugoslavia is assassinated by
lar' music. It is 'jazz,' used mainly a Croatian terrorist in Marseilles,
as an adjective descriptive of a France.
The EASTERNER is the student newspaper of Eastern Washington
State College, funded by the Associated Students. The ·opinions
expressed are those of the writers and staff of the Easterner and not
necessarily those of the Associated Students, Faculty, Administration
k:>r anyone else.
Address all enquiries and letters to The Easterner, EWSC, PUB
Room 119, Cheney, Wash. 99004.
Advertising should be sent to Dennis Palmer, c-o Alpha Kappa Psi,
EWSC, Cheney, Wash. 99004 or call.
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So all of the towns and villages that owed their survival to the
fi shing industry banded together to kill all of the terns that they could
find. They shot, trapped and poisoned the birds responsible for the
disasterous decline in the fishing industry; all of the towns, that is,
except for Port Oak, Massachusetts, a town so poor that they could
not afford the shot or the traps or the poison.

Editor: Carl Wirsch ing
Managing Editor: Beverly Vorpah I
Sports Editor: Jim E11 iott

But the people of Port Oak being typically industrious New
Englanders became very adept at throwing rocks at these ·.,iilianous
birds, knocking them down and stunnin.g them so that the could
wring the birds' necks.
One day, two young men were walking along the beach when they
spied one of these wicked birds.
One young man picked up a stick and threw it, knocking the bird to
the sand. The other young man ran up to the bird to wring its neck
when suddenly the bird revived and poked the man's eyes out.
This only goes to prov~ that : You should never lea.ve a tern
unstoned.
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SZABO
Reveals
Food Cost
Breakdown
By Beverly Vorpahl
Managing Editor

Are you complaining about the
increase in the PUB prices?
According to Roberta Omans,
director of food services, Szabo
lost. money last week.
"We must operate within a 42
per cent food price," she said.
According t her figures, food
cost them 62.5 per cent last
week.
Out of each hamburger eaten,
a little less than half should be
consumed by food cost, but last
week, more than half of it was
nibbled away by food costs.
Forty three per cent of that
hamburger was devoured in labor while two per cent of it was
gulped up by laundry and cleaning supply expenses. Thirteen
· per cent was gormandized with
the rebate issued back to the
college.
When those percentages are
added together, they total 105
per cent- definitely a loss.
Ms. Omans said labor-costs
were higher because of Szabo's
over-estimation in the number of
help they needed.
"We cut back on our help
immediately," she said. "We also

·Page 3
geared for more customers than
the number that actually came. It
takes time to·get things running
smoothly; for everyone to know
their jobs; time for the manager
to learn wher.e the weak spots
are, to give them additional attention."
She commented there had
been no grumblings made to her
or the cashiers regarding the
price increases.
These comments and percentages may be enlightening or
confusing. While students may
sympathize with Szabo and their
problems, it does not make them
feel any easier about their pocketbooks.
Student Reaction
John Laughlin, graduate student in psychology said he is
thinking about bringing his
lunch. because I think prices are
a little high."
Bill Goetter, staff member in
the education department, said
"everything has diminished in
size over the two year period" ( I
was away). Inflation is probably
here to some degree."
Two of those interviewd one

day during the rush lunch hour
complained of the coffee price.
Szabo increased coffee to 15
cents, including tax, to help solve
the problem of making change
with pennies. (There's a shortage.)
Beverly Clevenger from the
speech department said the reason she drinks only coffee for
lunch is simple, "that's all I can
afford."
She said Grays Harbor College
sells coffee for ten cents, "and
you get a bigger cup."
Andy Kadzejs, a chemistry biology major, looked at the price
increase philosophically. "I'm
hungry, and if I want to eat lunch,
I have to pay the prices."
"You can't complain," Kevin
Chestnut, industrial technology,
said, "Where else are you going
to eat? There's no competition.
Either you don't eat, or you pay
the prices. Or bring a lunch."
Fair or not, the prices are here
to stay, unless as Mr. Paul Swimelar, head of Szabo Food, promised, "If the prices go down to us,
we will pass this advantage along
to the students."

Your Brain Is Trying To Tell You Something
By Jim Wavada
.. .
News Editor
If · biofeedback therapy had
existed in Dr. Frankenstein's day,
his monster might not have been
such a "monster."
Biofeedback therapy at EWSC
employs $12,000 worth of electronic equipment to teach the
tense person to relax himself.
As the name implies, biofeedback returns biological informa-

Bulova

Accutron®
For everyone who
appreciates the precise
time, Bulova guarantees
the accuracy of every .
Accutron watch to within
a minute a month.* And
the precise time to see
our selection of Accutron
watches is right now.
From $95 to $1800.
His: $160 Hers: $175
*We wlll adjust to this' tolerance, If
necessary. Guarantee Is for one year.

Smith Jewelers
408 1st St.

tion to the therapy subject.
Hear Yourself Worry
With electrodes attached to a
specific muscle group on the
forehead, a person can hear and
see himself tense up or relax in
response to various stimuli, according to Dr. William Greene.
An electromicrograph ( EMG ),
connected to these electrodes a
high-pitched noise if the person
is tense, and lowers its pitch and
volume as he relaxes.
In therapy, he learns to control
this tone by consciously relaxing.
After repeated sessions with the
EMG, this mental control can
become second nature.
Keying Down
A group of keyed-up business
executives subjected themselvesto brainwave biofeedback therapy. As an aftermath, their secretaries, families and business associates are breathing easier,
Green said.
But biofeedback offers more
than tension control. EWSC's
psychology department is currently researching its effects and
possible applications.
With a grant from the Federal
Government and school funds,
Dr. Greene of Eastern's psychology department is using a biofeedback unit to teach and
demonstrate its use to his students.
A physiograph which records
electronic impulses from the
body, has been modified to project its needle-graph onto a large
screen. This allows an entire
class to sit in on a therapy
session.
Down-to-Earth Application
Dr. Greene uses a confusing
collection of electronic gear, similar to that which NASA doctors
use to monitor astronauts' vital
signs.
These monitors can record
brain and muscle activity, body
temperature, heart rate and
blood pressure. These capabi-

lities are not new to the medical
profession, but their coordinated, direct application to therapy is new.
Eastern Out In Front
"Eastern is really quite in the
forefront in biofeedback re
search and application," said Dr.
Greene, who has been studying
the process for 11 years.
He has established working
relationships in the use of biofeedback with Spokane's Community Mental Health Center
and· Sacred Heart Medical Center.
Sacred Heart's Pain Management Unit, directed by Phil Morrison, M.D., has used biofeedback
for almost a year. Behavioral
therapist Rick Miller; trained by
Dr. Greene, conducts the medical
center's biofeedback therapy.
Self-control techniques are
taught there to help alleviate
back pains or migraine headaches and other painful ailments.
In sessions condu~ted with
young epileptics at the Brain
Research Institute in Los Angeles, "the ones trained dropped
off in frequency of epileptic seizures," said Greene.
Biofeedback has been used to
help insomniacs sleep and therapy sessions are now being conducted with hyperactive children
in Nevada, according to Greene.
Not enough data has been
collected to accurately gauge its
effectiveness on hyperactives,
but, "so far, it seem s to calm
them down," Greene said.
"Chillling" Prospects
As might be expected, the
militaryestablishment has shown
interest in biofeedback' s potential.
They were able to t each some
soldiers self-control of hand temperature in cold weather so they
might retain more effi cient use of
their hands in extreme arctic
cold.
But therapy fail ed to t each
them to perform efficiently
through long period s without
sleep.
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Dr. Greene believes the major
advantage of biofeedback over
other form s of pain therapy is, "it
doesn't require th e use of any
drugs what soever."
The aim of current research at
East ern, according to Greene, is
to investigat e the possibility of
alleviating and preventing t ension-ca used ailments from migraines to high blood pressure.

,
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LISTEN TO THE CALM ...Dr. William Greene, psychology department,
shows Easterner News Editor Jim Wavada how he can learn to relax
with the help of an electromicrograph ( EMG ), part of new
biofeedback unit in Martin Hall. (PHOTO: Rich Roddy)

Zabel Promises

ID Cards Are Ready
For 'S' thru 'Z'
By Carl Wirsching
Editor
Identification ca rds for stu dents whose last names begin
with th e letter s. 'S' through 'Z'
and those who registered after
Sept. 20 are available in room
109 Showalter today, according
to Walt Zabel, director of student
activities.
The ca rd for Fa ll Quarter were
late again thi s yea r because the
purchase ord er for t hem,
F 117710, was not sent out until
August 14 with a specification for
delivery within 45 days.
The purchase ord er was sent
out at that time beca use th e
decision to use ca rdboard ca rds
this yea r in st ead of th e plastic
ones was not made until July 30, •
according to a memo from Zabel
to Daryl Hagie, vice-president of
Student Services.
The reason s for the switch
from r;>last-ic to ca rdboard were

monet ary and, as Za bel sa id
about th e plastic ca rd s, "We
ca n't get the damned things here
on time."
Thi s lat e delivery of ca rds
might have been avoided had th e
advice of Pa t Klicker, buyer in
Purchasing been heeded. " I
would have start ed all thi s paperwork in May," she sa id.
But thi s was not th e case.
Wh en it beca me appa rent th e
cards would not be available in
time old cards from yea rs' past
wer e gath ered t ogether. There
wer e enough of th ese for stu dents whose names begin wit h
letter s 'A' through ' R', sa id Zabel.
Zabel hopes to have the ID
ca rd dilemma solved by Winter
Quart er. He sa id he want to form
a committee of students, admin istrat or s and people from th e
libra ry to work on a permanent
solution to th e problem of ID
cards. ···· ·
I
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Kasuga Researches MS

•,

DR. WAYNE KASUGA in the "hotroom" at the controls of an inverted
phase contrast microscope. (Photo: Tom Routt)

Where The Money Goes
by James Wavada
News Editor
This fall's tuition and fee
distribution schedule indicates
that only a small percentage of a
student's registration fee actually goes into tuition payment.
Vietnam veterans pay only $24
into tuition; residents, $25; and
non-residents, $96. The remain der of student registration
money is channelled into 11
different budget areas.
Associated students (AS)
claims $18.61 of a student's
registration fee, an increase of
$2.36 over last year. Social
activities, including dances and
concerts are financed with this
money. ·
The "Easterner" "Focus" and
other student publications are
supported with AS funds. The
outdoor program ( rental camping gear), men's and women's
athletics and intramural sports
programs are funded through
AS. These funds also support a
I

I

,

Committee
Appointments
With the opening of Fall
Quarter, the Associated Student
Legislature last week confirmed
a host of new appointments to
student Committees.
Lyle Grambo, Director of Elections, was appointed Attorney
General, while Debbie Malgesini
was approved as a member of
the Social Activities Review
Boa rd on Campus.
James Oleson, who said he had
"never heard of a Curriculum
Co mmitee" wa s given a post on
that body and Roger Sandon was
appoint ed to the Undergraduate
Affairs Council.
Bob Wayt, the only appointment
th at did not pa ss unanimously,
wa s selected to head the Social
Activities Review Board, Off
Ca mpus. Wayt said he would
"attempt to do away with apathy
on campus in regard to social
functions."
Al so appointed at last weeks
meeting were Curt Schnell to the
Lyceum Committee and James
Beetem to Associated Student s
Contemporary Issue Board.

pocketbook section in the library
and pay executive and cabinet
positions in the AS government.
The House Payment
Every student pays $21 for a
1961-2 bCJilding fee. It amounts
to payment on a $10 million,
long-term mortgage on school
dorms, excluding Anderson and
Sutton Halls, already paid. Other
dorms should be paid for by the
year 2006.
With the exception of Vietnam
veterans, who pay $1.18, all
students pay $6.68 into departmental operating fees. This
money helps to support athletics,
drama, orchestra, band, black
education and other departmental programs.
Loan Fund Iner.eased
The institutional student loan
fund gets a dollar from the
student, up 25 cents from last
year. State law authorizes the
maximum one dollar fee for
short-term loan funds, originally
supported by gifts.
At the request of the AS
Legislature, the Board of Trustees has lowered the alumni fee
this year from 75 to 50 cents.·
Student Union operation
accounts for $3.32 of registration
fees and covers PUB expenses of
approximately $58,000 per year.

Student Programs Supplement
Student Programs fees supplement departmental operating
fees. They cover established
programs and any new programs. A service and Activities
Fees Committee, composed of
three administrators and five
students, sets this fee, then
submits it through AS to the
Board of Trustees. The fee has
dropped from $2.36 to $1.39
since last year.
All the items listed so far fall
under the general category of
service and activities fees. The
per capital inflation in these fees
is $4.00 over last fall, once
reductions and increases are
averaged in.
Graduate students, again with
the exception of Vietnam veterans, pay an additional $20
operating fee. The fee was
authorized in a special session of
the 1971 legislature and .applies
to all state colleges. The money is
counted as genera l operating
reveue.

by Jeff Lorello
Associate Editor
Washington's abnormally high
rate of Multiple Schlerosis (MS)
has led to research at Eastern,
usually reserved for large prestige universities.
MS, called the "crippler of
young adults," is the most
destructive disease of the cen tra I nervous system, usually
striking between the ages of 20
and 40.
Dr. Sidney K. Kasuga of the
Biology department, a schooled
immunologist, heads the program at Eastern with aid from
graduate students working on
their theses.
Kasuga said that while the
cause of MS is questionable,
most researchers bel ieve a virus
is involved. He said this virus
interacting with brain cells may
cause "detrimental alteration" of
the cells resulting in MS.
Kasuga also said the immune
process, the actions by which the
body rejects foreign substances,
acting against the virus, of the
"virus-brain cell complex" may
cause the disease. Kasuga explained that in the "virus-brain
cell complex" it is the immune
process attacking normal cells
along with diseased cells that
may cause the disease.
Research at Eastern is primarily

concerned with ways "to im- show MS to be more prevalent in
prove the specific diagnostic test the mid-latitudes ( 40 to 60
for the disease," and " develop degrees), and practically nontechniques whereby we can existent near the equator.
follow the clinical course of the
Townsend said surveys taken
disease in patients, " Kasuga by Dr. Jesse Sewell of Odessa,
sai.d.
Washington, handed over to Dr.
Laboratory systems
Thomas Byrd of the University of
Most work regarding the objec- Washington Medical School, inditives at Eastern is confined to cate Lincoln County in Washingthe "hot room", second floor of ton State has over 200 cases of
the Hall of Sciences. There, MS per 100,000 people. TownKasuga explained, neurologica l send said this is " probably the
tissue cultures and blood highest rate in the world."
samples taken from MS patients
Figures from that same study
are maintained. He said main- show Spokane County to have
taining these living systems and 100 cases per 100,000 people,
studying them with regard to the and King and Pierce Count ies to
cause of MS is imperative in have 60-85 cases per 100,000.
finding cures for the disease.
Kasuga said the techniques
As the study progresses southused in MS research are similar ward, the incidence of MS
to those used in cancer, although declines with 10-15 cases per
the two diseases are d ifferent. If 100,000 in Orange County
this is the case Kasuga is well California, and 1.6 cases per
qualified in leading the research 100,000 in Mexico City.
at Eastern. He has studied and
Townsend sa id even with the
done research at the National area's high rate of MS, funding
Cancer Institute, the National for a clinic is uncertain. She.
Center for Radiological Health, explained that density of populaar:id the Stella Duncan Memorial tion depends on whether or not
Research Institute.
clinics are established, and this
Environmental Factor
area is not densely populated.
Th is state's abnormally high
incidence of MS is attributed to
Commission Findings
the temperate climate. Beulah
Townsend sa id that when the
Townsend, Inland Empire MS
National Advisory Commission
Chapter Executive, sa id studies
on MS published its findings in
February of this year, it concluded that 1) the scope of the
economic burden was astronomical, 2) researchers were not
nursing, denta l hygiene, speech attracted because the disease
By Chuck St. John
pathology and audiology. Grad- did not affect children, and 3 )
Staff Writer
more MS clinics were needed.
The title Eastern Washington uate courses are offered in
Researchers, such as Kasuga,
State College will hopefully be education, social work and are now being attract ed because
changed to Eastern Washington business administration. A new of the perplexing nature of the
State University in the near course in public administration is disease, and two clinics are
future due to the scope and being proposed.
Some examples of public ser- complete with a third funded.
variety of programs offered,
But, Townsend said, the ecoaccording to school president, vices and research performed nomic burden is still a problem.
are Commun ity Exploration,
Emerson C. Shuck.
Townsend explained all funds
Shuck says, "The time is right Safety Education, Center for but a small portion are donated,
to seek legislative action to give Urban & Regional Planning and and Kasuga said at the present
the university title and make Center for Environmental time h is work is not funded.
people aware of the prestige Studies, Shuck said.
Dr. Shuck commented that
connected with it."
EWSC would not become a
FOR SALE
research center or initiate a
BELL & HOWELL
doctorial p'rogram for two basic
8mmCamera
reasons. First, he feels that any
& Projector
state can support only high
New - $200- New
quality research centers like our
present two state universities ' - ~11~5::7~ _
and secondly, EWSC should
continue to serve the function it
FOR SALE
was set up to, namely, educate
'62CHEVY
high quality teachers.
Nova
Among other advantages the
6Cyl.Auto
20r.Cpe.
nnme change would add prestige
$150.00
and recogn ition to the programs
Call
235-4270
at Eastern, Shuck said.

EWSC to EWSU ?

-------~
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Although Eastern has never
campaigned to be recognized as
a regional university Shuck said,
"The range of its present
activities indicates that in the
past decade it has achieved such
status."
There are three general areas a
college must encompass before it
can become a university. A
college must have a complete
range of arts and , sciences in
undergraduate programs which
lead the student to a professional occupation upon completion. It
must offer graduate courses in
specia It ies.
A college must also provide
public and community services
and conduct research.
To fulfill these areas.according
to Shuck, Eastern offers courses
in the Schools of Fine Arts,
Human Learning, Development
and Business ahd Administra tion.
In occupational training, the
Division of Health Sciences
offers four-year programs in

2For 1 SALE
Starts lihur. Oct. 3
10D~ys

OWi,
PHARMACY

120 'F' st.

Ph. 235-4100

..............................................
!• llOWESf EVERYDAY PRICES ON •i
5 .All 6.9(1 ListRA,£!.1.~~ -~ -~~~~5$4.69
;

•

i!

All7.98ListTapes .•...••.•••.•••••

$5.99

BUDGET
TAPES & RECORDS
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O'Neill Named
Dean ot Social Work

0011

By Shelia Maloy

Public Relations Dept.
Eastern's appointment of John
O'Neill as Dean of the School of
Social Work has put the college
e stablishing a
one step further in _
Graduate School of Social Work
at EWSC.
Dr. O'Neill was selected last
spring and will work throughout
the 1974-75 academic year
developing the school's policies,
recruiting students and organizing a program that will "meet the
needs of the geographic area."
Dr. O'Neill who developed a
School of Social Work at the
University of Wisconsin at Eau
Claire before coming to Eastern,
said the curriculum leading to a
Masters in social work will "have
both an urban and rural focus,
with emphasis on the latter." The
curriculum will prepare social
workers to fill a wide range of
roles, perform a variety of tasks,

select appropriately from a
broad repertoire of interventive
strategies and work with many
different client and target systems. Students receiving their
MSW's in the program will be
social work generalists, O' Neill
said.
They will be taught to look at
problems, analyze them and then
utilize a variety of diagnostic
orientations. Dr O'Neill said this
method differs from a methodcurriculum, -the other a practicum experience.
Dr. O'Neill said he anticipates
the school's programs to eventually include paraprofessional
and specialist training; continuing education for social workers
and social welfare personnel ;
interdisclipinary programs ; citizen education and social problem and human services research.
· The MSW program is a joint

venture by EWSC and Washington State Un iversit y to " meet t he
social work and human services
education and training needs of
the Inland Empire." The school
will be located in Spokane, and
possibly will have satelite cent ers in rural communit ies and
small towns throughout Eastern
Wash ington, Montana, Nort h
·Idaho and Northeastern Oregon,
O'Neill said.
The creation of the school was
recommended by the state
legislature after an intensive
two-year study.
The School of Social Work's
faculty will work with Dr. O'Neill
during the first planning yea r
and remain at the school when it
opens classes in 1975.
O'Neill received his BA from
Antioch Cllege, his MSW from the
University of Chicago, and his Ph.
D. from the Univer sity of
Southern California. In addition
to his work at the University of
Wisconsin, he has served as
chairman of the Social Pol icy
Sequence at the ·un iversity of
Houston, as cha irman of the
Research Program at Californ ia
State University, as a facu lty
member in the Depart ment of
Social Work at the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee and as a
socia l worker and district administrat or in ur ban and ru ra l
areas with the Child Welfare
program for Wisconsin.
He said his concern t his year
will be in studying the needs of
the Inland Empire and developing .a curr icu lum t hat wil l
produce social workers who will
be able to fill those needs.

_,,

Teachers Voice Complaints
By Kevin Kennedy
Staff Writer
A recent out -of -court settlement between 14 members of
West ern Washingt on State College and t he admini stration of
that school, has led to heavy
crit icism of administ rative procedure here at East ern by representat ives of campus teacher
unions.

Pardini and Medina
lo Speak on Human Rights
Out spoken Human Ri ght s
Commission (HRC ) crit ic, A.J.
" Bud" Pardini, will be in Room
3-A of the PUB at 7: 30 p.m.
Tuesday to discuss cont roversial
legislation he is co-spon soring to
limit the authority of HRC.
James Medina, HRC investigator, will also be on hand t o
express his opinion. of t he Commission's constitut ional aut hor ity and answer questions.
Proposed limiting legislat ion
would have an immediate effect
on students throughout the
stat e.

LOVE IS
Love is a giving thing,
so give the gift of love
. . . a Keepsake diamond ring.
Choose from perfect solitaires,
beautiful matched set s and trios.
Modern and traditional settings
in precio us 14 K gold. Keepsake,
there is no finer diamond rin g.

In a case involving housing
discrimination on the basis of
marital status, unmarried students at Evergreen State College
last year demanded t he right to
rent apartments in the married
students' housing complex. They
took their complaint to HRC and
won.

Tup l o llu ll u m LADYL OVF . RACH EL . LADY VALLEY. BAITTANIA

H,I Ano AH Pono Co

Fi nd y o ur K eepsake Jewel e rs i n the Ye llo w pages or dial fr ee 800·2 43-6000 I n Conn 800-882 -6500

--------------------------- ----------------------------------------
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAG EMENT AND WEDDING
Se nd ne w 20 pg . bookle t . ·· p 1an ni ng You r E n gegemen l and We dding " p lu s
full col or fo lder a nd 44 pg . B ride 's Book g ill o ffe r all fo r on l y 35¢ .
F -74

Addreu- - -- - ! . . . . - - - - - - - - - - --
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Since then, simi lar cases have
come before the commiss ion, and
backlash from landlords, college
administ rators and employers
has creat ed a heated controversy over the Commission' s
const itut ional authority.
Pardini, represer.ting t he Sixth
Legislative District, wh ich incl udes Cheney and Medina, has
agreed to d iscuss t he -controversial legislat ion in an open -quest ion exchange with ~t udents, faculty and local citizen s.
"This open discussion let s st u-

dents and members of t he aca demic comm unity quest ion both
parties to t he controversy faceto-face to f ind out what it's really
all about, " noted Gary Leschner,
president of Spokane Young Democrats, sponsors of the discussion.

KEW& Turns On
Eastern ' s st udent -operat ed
radio stat ion, KEWC, w ill feature
a broad spect rum of t he sound
experience during the 74-75
school t erm. The st at ion, operat es on an FM frequency of 89.9
f rom noon t ill midnight Sundays,
and from 6 a.m. to midnight,
Monday t hrough Friday.
The daytime hours feature
Easy Listening, Middle of the
Road, Count ry-Western and Top
Forty selections. Classical music
wi ll be aired in t he early evenin g
hours.
At 9 P.M. KEWC-FM has the
jazz and progressive sounds ti ll
midn ight. On Friday evenings at
9 P.M., a series of special programs is schedu led. The first of
th ese programs, on October 11,
features t he music and history of
t he Moody Blues. The dat es of
ot her progra ms wi ll be announced at a lat er dat e. KEWC-AM,
665, will also begin broa dcast on
Sunday, and can be received in
th e dorms.

Dr. Ma r t in Mumma, president
of Eastern' s Nationa l Society of
Professors ( NSP ), stressed the
need for securing ba rgaining
laws and bettering faculty representation in the school 's administra t ive block.
When asked how his organizat ion viewed faculty-admin istrat ive policy Mumma sa id, " We
deserve the righ t to ba rgain on
faculty we lfare." Mumma went
on to expre ss that such r ights
"just aren 't present. "
Dr. Wes Stone, speaking for
the Amer ican Federation of Teacher s (AFT), brought to light the
fact that many of t he schools
teacher s are seeking out side
work beca use of fina ncial stress.
~e also sa id students ar e directly
affected because such teacher s
are unable to devote enough
effor t to teach ing.
"Faculty and academic procedu re is a waste of t ime," commented Stone, "and is la rgely a
exercise in f utility. "
Dr. Stan Robinson, former
un ion secretary and current
member of the American Association of University Professors
(AAUP) expanded on the criticism and added t he past settlement at WWSC might be a ref lect ion of Faculty-administrative relationship in the future .
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'lhe Fusion' Opens
"The Fusion," a new concept in
ca mpus entert ainm ent for
EWSC, opened Tuesday in the
PUB.
Tra nsformed from last year' s
"Den," The Fusion offers a lowkey at mosphere w it h t aped music to suit all tastes, and seating
for 100. Jazz trios, folk guitarists,
rock bands and guest disc jockeys are being recru ited to per form.
Open from 3-10 p.m. daily
du r ing t he week, The Fusion
invites loca l musicians to drop in
and discuss performing t here
during the school year.
Cont ingent on favorable response from studen ts, The Fus·
ion hopes t o offer a snack an d
fruit -juice bar lat er th is year.
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'Blood And Guts' Division
Planned For lnframurals

easterner
sports

,,

By Scot Schell
Sports Writer

Mistakes Costly

Pirates Scuttle Eagles
In First Shrine Game
By Jim Elliott
Sports Editor
I

I

•t.

If to err is human, than Eastern Washington State's football team
proved too human last Saturday night as Whitworth pounded out a
32-14 victory in Albi Stadium.
With Eagle defensive backs forgetting to watch the ball in the air,
Whitworth's quarterbacks threw for a total of 288 yards. The first 92
yards of that total came with 10: 50 to go in the first quarter when
Pirate Steve Wilson hit Gary Rasmussen for a long touchdown. An
Eagle defensive back tipped the pass, but Rassmussen still caught
the ball. A fake point-after kick
netted two point on a pass and
the Pirates led 8 -0.
the first down to end the drive
Whitworth mounted another with 8: 10 to go.
drive late in the quarter but the
Eagles held and the Pirates had
Eastern's defense throttled a
to settle for a 23-yard field goal, Pirate drive at the 5-yard line
to give them an 11-0 first quarter when Doug Orcutt recovered a
Whitworth fumble with 6 : 30 left.
lead.
With 14:40 left in the second The Eagles could not move the
quarter, senior guard Dan Close ball out of the hole and Sartz was
recovered a Whitworth fumble forced to punt from his own end
only to have quarterback Karst zone.
Brandsma's first-play pass intercepted. The Eagle defense held
The end zone punt carried
the Pirates and after a solid hit down to the Whitworth 37. Sartz
on a Whit back jarred the ball averaged over 42 yards per punt
loose, defensive halfback Mike for the evening ofter under some
Richter recovered on the 20-yard heavy Pirate rushes.
line.
The young Eagles are now 0 -2
The ensuing seven-play drive
was capped by freshman Jim for the season while Whitworth is
Fisk's 2-yard plunge. Barry 2-0. The Pirate victory brings the
Sartz's conversion was good and series record between the crossthe Eagles were down 11-7 with country rivals to 42-22-3 with
Eastern having the advantage.
9 : 17 left in the half.
The Eagles held the Pirates for The Eastern-Whitworth game
a series and had mounted a drive will be an annual Shrine affair
of their own when a clipping from now on.
penalty nullified a Brandsma
scramble for good yards.
The secondary pass defense
again allowed a long Whitworth
gain and the Pirates capitalized
on their last series in the half
when they scored from the 3yard line for an 18-7 lead.

Frosh Starts
The second half of this 67th
game rivalry showed greater
hopes for the Eagle rooters as
Eastern's defense held the Pirate.s through two series of plays.
The offense, now being directed by 5'9" freshman quarterback
Mike Decoria, generated two
sustained drives on passes and
on the running of Chuck Moen,
but bogged down as they entered
Whitworth territory.
Whitworth scored twice in the
third quarter with some assistance from poor tackling and
pass defense to lead the Eagles
32-7 going into the final period of
play.
Decoria connected with tight
end Jan Sneva on one of the best
plays of the even ing. The 145pound quarterback looked the
Whitworth defense to the right,
and threw left to Sneva to conti nue a drive that culminated with
Fisk's 3-yard run. Sartz's conversion was good and the Eagles
were down 32-14, with 11: 56 to
go.
The defense st iffened following
the ensuing kickoff and with
11 : 00 to go defensive end, Jeff
Brumley, recovered a Pirate fumble on the Eagle 40-yard line.
Mike Stubblefield gained 7
yards and Sneva took a pass to
the Pirate 40. But Eastern was
stopped on three plays and with
4th down and 15 yards to go
DeCoria was dropped short of
#
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A separate "blood and guts"
intramural football division will
be formed this fall for those
teams just out to win, Brent
Wooten, Director of lntramurals,
said Monday.
Another division will be availalbe for teams that are interested in the social value of
meeting and getting to know
other people while having a good
time.
Wooten places the "roughnecks" in the new division by the
names on the team roster.
"In three years of intramural
experience, I can pretty well
determine who is out to win and
who is out to have a good time,"
he said.
The new league was initiated
last year in basketball and softball after forfeits became an

increasing problem between fun
and guts teams. Last year's separation of the two league proved
successful! and will be cont inued
throughout this year if successful
this fall, Wooten said. Another
experimental division has been
formed where te.ams will referee
their own games.
"We played this way as kids,"
Wooten said, "why not now?"
Wooten said no activities
would have to be eliminated
because of the forced budget
cuts but that participation in
many programs would be hurt by
rescheduling everything during
the day. He said the winter
program wou ld be hurt the most
where badminton, volleyball,
basketball, freethrow shooting
and wrestl ing would all have to
be run in one gym before 5 p.m.

Women's Supervisor
A new addition to the intramural department this year is

Intercollegiate Sports
Available For Students
By Dave Carter
Sports Writer
This is the second in a series of
stories spotlighting the activities
that are available for students to
participate in at the intercollegiate level.
MEN'S TENNIS
Calling the new season a building year, head coach Ron Raver
is still confident Eastern's men's
tennis team should have the
strength to finish high in the
Evergreen Conference.
The Eagle team finished fourth
last year and only three players
are returning. Number one man
Bernie Loffers will be joined by
number two Ted Horobowski and
number six Tim Daniels.
The squad will also have several excellent transfers, including
Wally Heidenson and Don Johnston, both played at Spokane
Falls Community College, and
Fred Whitfield from Green River.
A number of excellent fresh men are expected this year to
provide help in addition to sophomores Alan Freeman and David
Lunzer.
Coach Raver said Eastern's
toughest competition is expected
from Western Washington State
and Central Wash ington State.
Those who are interested in
turning out for the Eagle tennis
team should contact coach Raver·
in the Phase I building for information.

said Southern Oregon College
and long-time swimming dominant Central Washington State
will be the teams to beat.
Non-conference competition
will include meets with Willamette Valley College Junior College, Whitworth, HighliRe Community College, and possibly
Gonzaga University and Portland
State University.
Anyone, men or women, interested in turning out for the
team are encouraged to contact
coach Hagelin in Phase I.

MEN'S GOLF
Head golf coach Don Kallemn
said the outlook fo·r this year's
team are excellent as Eastern
prepares to defend its Evergreen
Conference championship.
The Eagles were second in the
District I competition last year
and just missed going to the
national tournament. Six lettermen are expected to return from
last year's squad when practice
begins in the Fieldhouse sometime winter quarter.
Kallemn said some transfers
and several talented freshmen
are expected to turn out for the
squad. Anyone interested can
contact Kallemn in the Phase I
building.
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Pirates Fumble
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DEFENSIVE SAFETY Mike Rich-

ter watches the Eagle offense
operate against Whitworth in
last week's Shrine game. ( PHOTO: Jim Elliot)

Sue Hodgesen, the first woman
in Eastern's sport's history to
letter in men's competition, will
be among eight letter winners
returning to the Eagle swim team
this year, said head coach Richare Hagelin.
·The swimmrng ·program, which
was reactivated after a three
year absence, will only remain
coed this year if there are
enough swimmers turning out.
Eastern man~ged a third place
finish last yea r in the Evergreen
conference and all of the swimmers will return, mostly sophomores. Hagelin said he "has a
superb nucleus to build on."
Practice will begin this week
for the team in preparation for
the season's opening. Hagelin
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April Street, a former Greenriver
Community College intramural
organizer. Street was one of the
two students that ran the women's varsity and intramural programs at Greenriver last year.
She was hired from officiating
funds within the intramural department to promote interest
and develop women's intramural
athletics. This fall she is in
charge of the 3-on-3 basketball,
raquetball, tennis, and powder
puff football.
Street said the greatest problem she faces is getting women
to participate in the intramural
program. Because of cultural
learning and the size of the
men's program, many women are
hesitant to participate.
"If we can show them what a
good t ime intramurals is the first
t ime they participate, they will
participate in others also," she
said.
She said women students must
be reached by word of mouth on
a personal basis, especially new
students who are not familiar
with campus activities.
" Our program is dev~IOping
slowly," she said, "we have to
overcome the fact that men have
always had the big programs and
all the funding. Women's intram.urals just hasn't had time to
develop yet."
All intramural enrollment
deadlines have been postponed
until Friday, Oct. 4, due to lack of
publicity. Competition will begin
on Monday, Oct. 7. Football captains are to meet in the intramural department Thursday,
Oct. 10, .at 3 p.m.

ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
L~BlRARY
Thousands of Topics
$2. 75 per page
Send for your up-to-date,
176-page, mail order catalo9
of 5500 topics. Enclose
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2
days delivery time).

519 GLENROCK AVE.
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024
Our materials are sold for
research purposes only
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Tots Inn Dav Care
"Supervision with Loving Care"
Snacks &Lunches
DROP-INS WELCOME
Second &C, Cheney
Hours 7a.m.- 6p.m. Weeks Weekdays
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The Bes·t P·lla ce
to Buy·

Sportswear- Mens, Womens
liowels- Sheats
Fablilc-Sewlng Supplles

CHENEY. DEPARTMENT STORE
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Women Gymnasts
Prepare for Year
By Jim Elliott
Sports Editor
Eastern's wo·men' s gymnastics team is complet ing its second week
of practice, and head coach Maxine Davis is looking forwa rd to a good
year, even though the team is not as strong as last year's in depth.

GYMNASTIC COACH Maxine Davis, third from left, instructs gymnast Becky Mustard on the uneven
parallel bars during practice last week. ·watching, from left to right, are Linda Chulos, Carol Ringen, Tris
Ellis, and Leann Co~olla. (PHOTO: Jim Elliott)

Phase 11 Offers Various Exercise facilities
The Phase 11 complex offers a
variety of facilities for students
to exercise, compete, or just lose
weight in, and they are all free
and open, _presently from 8-5 :00
p.m.

supervised conditions. The intraBrent Wooten, lntramurals Dimural program does have gym- rector, said he would welcome
nastics during the winter for any students to stop in his office
interested students.
· in the Phase I building who
The wrestling room is u·sed for would be interested in developvarious self -defer1se activities in~ an exercise program while
during the year.
they are using the facilities.

The physical facilities include
two gymnasiums that are available for basketball, volleyball,
and badminton games or during
inclement weather for those who
like to jog. Students may check
out equipment for these sports
in Phase II.
Phase II also has io handball
courts for handball and racquetball playing. Students must supply their own equipment for
these two sports.
Two weight rooms that cost a
total of $150,000 are available
for students. There is one for
men and one for women. The
Att.Jetic Department from the
University of Southern California
toured the weight room facilities
recently to develop similar plans
for USC's intramural weight program.
Saunas, two for men and one
for women, -can be used to leisurely sweat off any pounds
students may want to lose.
The gymnastics facilities are
open for student use only during

Rifle Team Practices
By $teve Waggoner
Sports Writer
Eastern's ROTC-Rifle Team is
shooting for another excellent
season, according to advisor
Capt. Al Bailey.
Bailey said with the return of
many of last year's veterans and
some promising newcomers, Eastern's team should do as well if
not better than last year's 5th place finish in the nation's international competition.
Returning from that team is
All -American Wanda Oliver, a
junior who has been competing
in the World Championships in
Switzerland. Oliver is expected
back this week and will begin
practice with the team for the
season opener on October 19.
Joining her this year will be
letter winners, Ray Oligher, Rich-

ard Rains, Martha Jill Messex,
and Stanley Reed. Bailey said all
these performers were consistent last year in competition.
Among those who have turned
out so far that have a good
chance of making the varsity
include Max Oliver, Alan Aubol,
Linda Herz, Grant Young, Sandy
Liedtke, and Jennifer Stienert,
said Bailey.
.
The rifle team will compete
against such schools as Gonzaga
University, Washington State
University, Washington State
University, and Idaho, during. the
year.
Bailey said anyone who is interested in turning out for the
team may still do so by contacting him or coach First Sergeant
George Naluai .:;.t the ROTC building. Student participants need
not be enrolled in the ROTC
program to join the team.

Score With 1Js
At

BIi.L'S TAVERN
"liHE MOSTES1i FOR THE LEASTEST"

Down To\Vn Cheney
"W1HERE FRIENDS MEET FRIENDS"
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"We had a relatively light t1,.1rnout this year as compared to
other years, and we are not as
. experienced," Davis said.
There are three gymnasts who
have had college meet experi ence returning this year, Linda
Chulos, Becky Mustard and Tris
Ellis.
Coach Davis said there is more
pressure in college meets, and
the quality of competition has
increased in comparison to the
· high school level.
Freshman students who will
experience that pressure this
year are Gail Norvell, Pam
Brown, Carol Ringen and Lee
Ann Corolla.
Chulos is a sophomore who
placed third last year in the
Northwest College Women's
Sports Association tournament.
She went on to national competition and placed in the top 10 in
two events.
Davis said the women's team
has received excellent support
from the student body at gymnastic meets and hopes for the
same support during the team's
five home meets. The first meet
will be against a Montana gymnastic club Nov. 9 at Eastern.
Skills Needed Early
Davis said there is a lack of
organized gymnast ics for women
in the eastern part of the state as
compared to programs that are
available in the western region.
According to Davis, these programs are slowly beginning to
develop , and with lhe advent of
more gymnastic clubs, the quality of women 's gymnastics in the
eastern part of the state will
reach the level of development in
the western area.
It is much more difficult for a

Eagles Play
EVtO Foe
Eastern Washington State opens Evergreen Confe r ence
football play this Saturday afternoon against Oregon College of
Education at Monmouth.
The Eagles will be looking for
thei r first victory of the season
and will be playing an OCE team
that has been beaten twice.
OCE opened their EVCO season last week against Centra l
Washington State with Central
the winner, 20-19.
Eagle head coach John Massengale said some personal
changes may develop for this
week's game with possibly five
freshmen and five sophomores
starting in the game.
He said the team looked better
m Tuesday's practice session
and what is needed now is the
"development of little more self · confidence."
He said the reason for the in i consistent play of the defense is
that the team is inexperienced
and has only four returning players.
Massengale said OCE was the
perennial champion in the old
Oregon Conference and has had
the best won-lost record in EVCO
but have won no title since the
new conference was form ed four
years ago.

woman to start gymnastics later
in her education than if she had
began in the elemen tary level,
according to Davis.
"Urrless a woman has the
strength, flexibility and learned
skill factor, she will have difficul ty starting late in gymnast ics,''
she said.
She hopes that th is will not
discourage women from entering
a gymnastics program, since
there are many aspects of gymnast ics that are beneficial.
Olympic gymnast Cat hy Rigby
was a late starter in gymnastics,
but Davis sa id she is " one in a
mill ion," who are able to develop
gymnastic ski lls so late.
" I may be turning away a
Rigby, but there 1s just not
enough time to develop a good
collegiate gymnast who has not
had prior experience," she added.
Eastern does offer gymnastic
classes for students, and Davis
suggested that those who are
interested could t ake them. She
also mentioned that gymnastics
is ava ilable through the winter
intramural program two nights a
week for students.

••

SCUBA S'a
rts
I
Eastern Wash ington State's
SCUBA Dive Club. is plann ing its
training schedule and dives this
week.
Th e club practices on Monday,
Wednes.day, and Fridays from 13 : 00 p.m. in the Fieldhouse pool
an d does its diving in area lakes.
Anyone interested in join ing
may get information from Dr. Richard Hagelin in the Phase I building or du r ing practice at the
pool.

-·

Cheerleader
Applications
Being Taken
Student Services has an nounced th at appl ications are
now being taken for anyon e int erested in being an Ea st ern ch eerleader thi s year.
A revision of the cheerleader
bylaws in th e AS constit ution
allows any student who is select ed to perfor m as long as they are
registered when they perform.
Anyone from freshmen to graduate st udent s may compete and
applications are available in the
AS office in the PUB.

EVERGREEN CONFERENCE
League
All

W L T W LT
O O 2 1O

Eastern Ore.
l
Central Wash. 1
Southern Ore. 0
Western Wash. . 0
Eastern Wash. 0
0
Oregon Col.
0
Oregon Tech.

0
0
0
0
1

0
0
0
O
0
1 0

l
1
0
O
0
0

10
l 0
l 1
2 0
2 0
-~ 0
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Gilmour Relates
Russian Visit
lished on' by paleontologists," he
said.
He is presently writing papers
on the information he gathered.
One of the "treasures" Dr. "At the present time, the
Ernest Gilmour, professor in Russians are the world's authoriEWSC's Geology Dept., brought ty on this particular subject,"
back from his recent visit to Gilmour said.
Russia is a set of books,
Russian Friends
Dr. Gilmour describes his stay
" Treatise of Invertebrate Paleontology," and other texts on in Russia as rewarding.
fossils, which he intends to use
"I made some very dear friends
as source material for his there," he commented.
advanced geology classes.
He made many of his friends in
Gilmour went to Russia from what we consider an unusual
March until June last spring to manner. When a person eats
do research and lecture in his alone in Russia, he is seated at a
field of paleontology (the study table with three other custoof fossils). He also studied at the mers. Since " dinner out" in
Paleontology Institute in Mos- Russia can take two or three
cow, Kiev and Leningrad. He was hours, the table partners strike
one of 14 American scientists up conversations and soon
selected to study in Russia by the become friends.
National Academy of Sciences
" I received many invitations
and the Soviet Academy of into Russian homes for meals
that way," he said.
Sciences.
Russian Food
Gilmour
said
their food was one
Professor Gilmour said, "I was
of
the
hardest
things for him to
learning new techniques and
methods. I took with me many become accustomed to.
"I lived in a Russian hotel and
fossils from the Northwest,
ate
with the Russians," he said.
(Wyoming, Montana, Nevada and
Washin gton) to compare with "At the time everything was
similar organisms in the Soviet really different, and the food was
Union," he said. " Most of my quite ditterent. It took some ,
results will be new since the N.W. getting used to," he said.
Now, however, he finds himself
fossils have never been 'pubthinking about some of those
foods. "I have a craving for their
ice cream, bread and borsch," he
said.
Language Difficulties
Dr. Gilmour chose Russian as
his second language for his
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
undergraduate and doctora I
$2.75 per page
studies at the University of
Southern
California.
Send n ow tor l atest catalog . En Even
with
th is knowledge, he
close $2 .00 to co ver return post ·
age.
found the language "very ditticult," he said. "I'm not very good
at it, but they spoke some broken
English, and between us we
communicated."
ESSAY SERVICES
By Beverly Vorpahl
Managing Editor

RESEARCH

57 Spad i na A ve ., S uite #208
Toronto. Ont ario. Ca nada

(416) 366-6549
Our research service is sold
for research assistance only.

MEN! WOM E N !
JOBS ON SH I PS! No experience
required. Excellent pa y. World wide travel. Perfect summer job
or career. Send $3.00 for informa-

t ion. SEAFAX, Dept . u-9, P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362 .

DON'T SWEAR-COMPARE
· THE NEWSSTAND IS STILL HERE
Serving Cheney's Convenience Store Needs for 20 Years.
At Lowest Possible Prices. 8 a.m.-10 p.m. daily (6p.m.-Sat.)

235-4701

420 1st.

DR. ERNEST GILMOUR explains the transportation map of Russia, Moscow to reporter Beverly Vorpahl.
"Their transportation system is unbelieveable," he said. Eight million people in Russia are moved about
the city verv efficiently. "It costs only six cents to ride their subway, The Metro, to anywhere in the city," he
said. (PHOTO: Richard Roddy)

Former Professor Recalls
When·Eastern Was Normal
By John Schilling
Staff Writer

Talk with Albert Fertsch, form:
er teacher and coach at Eastern,
and he will give advice against,
"burning yourself out." It might
be wise to listen, Fertsch is 9 1
years old.
Back in town 9fter a 54-yea r
absence, he not only guarded
against "burning himself out,"
but, as he says, he is enjoying life
all the more as he grows older.
Eastern was quite different
when Fertsch arrived in 1913,
ready to take over the language
department.
This institution was then
known as Cheney Normal, and
boasted 1,000 women and 86
men, according to Mr. Fertsch.
The language department, consisting of German and Lati n,
wasn't all the young University of
Washington graduate took
charge of. Into his hands also
went the men's football, basketball and baseball teams.
" I wasn't cut o·u t to be a
coach," Fertsch laughed, "In fact,
even when I played on a team,
the coach got on me about hitting
harder. He didn't know I only

-~ eighed in at 145 pounds."
" We had some good days, here,
though," Fertsch said. "We
couldn't get equipment- women's right ists wouldn't let 85
men get what 1,000 women
couldn't or didn't have," There
was no fence around the f ield in
those days, and I drove myself
crazy trying to keep up with gate
money. What we made at the
games determined if we had
uniforms, equipment or whatever the next t ime," he said.
Whi le the Cheney pigskinners
weren't always successful winning their games, Coach Al, as he
was known then, didn 't let that
worry him.
"They were only expected to
do their best," he said. " You see,
coaches often burn themselves
out over things that don't matter- their hearts and stomachs
just can't take constant aggrevation."
As happened in hard t imes,
Fertsch didn't attend nigh
school. The son of German immigrants who settled in Texas,
there was too much to do around
the farm.
Fertsch studied day and

Mr.
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• Bright, 8-digit solid-state light emitting diode display.
• Inexpensive to operate- uses four AA penlight batteries. 20 hours of continuous operati on
using alkal ine batteries.
• Opt ional AC adapter.
• A Clear Entry key ~ clears the last number entered without erasing previous entries in
·
the calculation.
• A Clear Key []D removes previous answers f·om display panel and reset s c al culator to zero.
• Performs c hain computations- for example, you can divide, then·add, then multiply- without
clearing the machine after each s tep.
• Performs repeat addition and subtracti on functions.
• Floating decimal- au tomatic positioning.
• An Overflow indicator (E) to the left of display tel~ou when calculation goes beyond
capacity and refuses to permit further entries until W or ~ key has been pu shed.
• M inus sign to left of d isplay shows when answer is negative.
'
• Space-age solid-state dependability.
• ONE YEAR UNCONDITI ONAL GUARANTEE.
• Small and light- fit into pocke t or palm.
• No moving parts to wear out, no tubes to replace.
• Rugged construction.
• Silent operation.
• Split-sec ond speed.
• Clear, accura te readou t everytime.
• Makes no mistakes.

• Record Albums- s1 °0 Off
• 8 Tr. Stereo Tapes- s3 99 & Up

• Cassette

-

night on his own and finally
obtained entry into the University of Colorado. Then, in 1909,
he went fo the Seattle World's
Fa ir, and became interested in
the U. of Washington. He graduated from there in 1911.
The degree eventually brought
Fertsch to Cheney, where he
lived from 1913 until 1920.
Fertsch enjoyed his ti me here even the problems.
An example is the dormitory
septic tanks which regularly
stopped up. The men were elected to remedy the situation, and
often " had to wade out in t he
snow to unstop the bothersome
tanks," he said.
" Lots of th ings happened to
me in Spokane," he commented
in his bright, animated voice. "I
learned to drive in '16, an"d was
married to my wonderful Scottish gal in '13."

He is enthusiastic about
EWSC. "You really have a marvelous educational plant over
there. That library alone is a
masterpiece. The sociability too:
few places have such friendly
people," he said.
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- - - - - BATTERY COMPARTMENT

'---- - - - - - EIGHT DIGIT DISPLAY
l'-7- - - -- ·CLEAR ALL ENTRIES

AC ADAPTER JACK
ON/ OFF SWITCH

• Sylvania Quadraphonic Amplifiers.

TOWN & COUNTRY TV

RENTALS-SALES-SERVICE
Cheney 235-6122

• Clock Radios
• Complete Hitachi Stero Line
•Ratel AM / FM Amplifiers

